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1. Introduction
With the proliferation of social media platforms, cloud services, and the so-called ‘sharing economy’, our online
interactions increasingly rely on a small number of concentrated businesses that provide (or limit) access to online
services, regulate interactions between users, and make decisions on what content is fit to be published, shared,
and found. The core role of platforms in contemporary society has led to understandings of our current social
configuration as ‘platform society’ (van Dijk, 2016) and ‘platform capitalism’ (Srnicek, 2016). However, the rapid
emergence of platforms has also led to a policy vacuum, and their social, political, and economic consequences
remain unregulated. This points to a need for policy development (Belli & Zingales, 2017).
The collection, analysis, and sharing of user data requires particular attention – in part, because it has significant
implications for users and for state-business-citizen relations, and in part, because it affects the core business
model of commercial platforms. Consumer, communication, and service platforms collect and monetize a vast
range of data, often without the knowledge of their users. Platforms are a ‘data mine’ (Andrejevic, 2012) where
personal data is systematically extracted, processed, and combined with additional datasets in order to create
detailed profiles of people that are valuable to both the business sector and the state. Platforms are thus an
integral part of contemporary ‘surveillance capitalism’ (Zuboff, 2015) that is defined by an accumulation logic and
driven by the ability to predict and change human behavior to gain revenue based on the mass collection of
personal data. Citizens are increasingly sorted, categorized, and assessed according to this data (Lyon, 2015).

Platforms are a ‘data mine’ where personal data is systematically extracted, processed, and
combined with additional datasets in order to create detailed profiles of people that are valuable
to both the business sector and the state

This report will review how data collection and analysis on platforms is regulated and will investigate recent trends
and developments. It will focus on a particular jurisdiction – the United Kingdom (UK) – to offer a perspective on an
advanced economy where platforms play a significant role in social and economic life. Further, the UK has
demonstrated the political dimension of data collection via platforms with the recent Cambridge Analytica/
Facebook scandal (Greenfield, 2018). Yet, it also offers insights into the contradictory aspects of policy
development with some laws enhancing, and others, restricting data collection, and into the interplay between
national and regional policy. Despite the recent decision by the British government to leave the European Union
(EU), the UK remains bound by European law and will do so for the near future, at least. This report therefore
addresses both UK and EU policy developments that affect data collection, analysis, and sharing on platforms.
Rather than provide a comprehensive analysis, we focus on particular cases that demonstrate different dimensions
of contemporary policy reform. At the national level, the Investigatory Powers (IP) Act and the Digital Economy (DE)
Act have recently been adopted in the UK and provide comprehensive rules for the types and extent of access by
the government and state institutions to personal data on platforms. At the EU level, the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), which came into effect in May 2018, sets a new policy framework for platforms by regulating
their abilities to collect, analyze and share user data, and creates significant new requirements constraining the
data activities of platforms. This report provides an overview of key debates regarding these new laws and assesses
their implications for platforms. By mapping issues and debates, it offers the necessary background to a more
detailed investigation into policy dynamics, reform, and alternatives that the research team is currently conducting.
The report begins with a critical assessment of the previous regulatory architecture in the UK, which was marked by
the lack of a comprehensive approach, significant policy gaps and the lack of transparency. It then summarizes the
core characteristics of, and debates on, contemporary policy reform, focusing on the three laws mentioned above.
It demonstrates that policy development is far from consistent and that the emerging regulatory framework for
platforms is marked by competing interests and approaches.
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2. Charting the Digital Policy Landscape
So far, the data extraction industry of platforms, data trackers and data brokers has largely been allowed to operate
in a context of self-regulation and tentative interpretations of user consent. In some jurisdictions, platforms and
apps are required to seek acceptance from users for the ways in which these companies track their browsing habits
and use their data. For example, the EU Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communications from 2002 (and
amended in 2009) required ‘explicit consent’ from those who visit websites for the installation of ‘cookies’ that may
identify, track, and profile them. However, this model of user consent has, in practice, required users to agree to
the comprehensive collection of their data if they wish to partake in digital life through the most widely used
platforms and services. The model places the burden of privacy protection on the individual and ‘merely legitimises
the extraction of personal data from unwitting data subjects’ (Edwards & Veale, 2017, p. 49).
Yet, the data activities of platforms are affected by a broad regulatory context that includes data protection policies
and allows for data access by state actors, such as law enforcement and intelligence agencies. In the UK, the Data
Protection Act of 1998 controls access to, and use of, personal data, and provides limitations for data collection and
sharing. However, it includes substantial exemptions for the protection of ‘national security’ and the prevention or
detection of crime. Several other laws have specified access to data for such purposes. The Regulation of
Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA) from 2000, as amended by the Data Retention and Investigatory Powers Act 2014,
allows a Secretary of State to authorize the interception not only of the communications of a specific individual but
also of wide-ranging and vaguely defined types of traffic in bulk. The Telecommunications Act 1984 offers the
Secretary of State interception powers in communications networks, and the Intelligence Services Act 1994
provides the legal basis for the surveillance activities by GCHQ, the British intelligence agency. While it limits
GCHQ’s lawful activities to ‘interests of national security’, such interests have traditionally been interpreted broadly
in UK law. More recent legislation, such as the Wireless Telegraphy Act 2006, has updated and extended older
powers for the interception of communication (Hintz & Brown, 2017). A number of oversight bodies review these
surveillance capabilities and their implementation. They include, on a one-off basis, the Prime Minister’s Special
Envoy on Intelligence and Law Enforcement Data Sharing and the Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation
(appointed by the Secretary of State); and on an ongoing basis, the Information Commissioner (ICO); the
Intelligence Services Commissioner; the Interception of Communications Commissioner; and the Intelligence and
Security Committee (ISC) of Parliament. The Investigatory Powers Tribunal (IPT) has exclusive jurisdiction to hear
complaints about the intelligence agencies or about interception.
These national rules, institutions, and processes are embedded in regional and international policy, such as the
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR), which was
incorporated into UK law in the Human Rights Act 1998. Article 8 of the Convention guarantees everyone’s ‘right to
respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence’ (Council of Europe, 1950). Regional courts,
such as the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), can hear complaints about surveillance and advise on its
lawfulness. Directives adopted by the European Commission – such as the Data Retention Directive from 2006 –
have to be implemented by all member states and thus, have far-reaching consequences for national law. The Data
Retention Directive required telecommunications services to retain communications data – such as, who
communicates on the internet with whom, at what time, and from what IP address – for up to two years. It was
revoked in 2014 by the Court of Justice of the European Union but was effectively continued by the UK government
at the national level when it adopted the Data Retention and Investigatory Powers (DRIP) Act. Following a legal
challenge, this Act was ruled unlawful by the European Court of Justice in 2016 (Hintz & Brown, 2017).
The frequent interventions of courts demonstrate the role that judicial systems and court decisions have had in
policy reform. This was the case, particularly, in the aftermath of the Snowden revelations which provided evidence
of widespread data collection by state agencies. Campaign organizations such as Privacy International, Liberty, and
Amnesty International successfully challenged GCHQ’s surveillance practices at the Investigatory Powers Tribunal
(IPT) and the European Court of Human Rights. Further, institutional reviews raised concerns with the legitimacy
and legal grounding of state surveillance practices. For example, the Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation
criticized the legal framework as ‘obscure’, ‘undemocratic’ and ‘intolerable’ and called for a significant review and
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re-development (Anderson, 2015, p. 13), and the Independent Surveillance Review of the Royal United Services
Institute (RUSI) called for a ‘democratic license’ for the surveillance activities of intelligence agencies (RUSI, 2015, p.
97). At the international level, United Nations rapporteurs strongly condemned pervasive data collection. For
example, former UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and Opinion, Frank LaRue, has highlighted the
right to privacy as an essential requirement for the realization of the right to freedom of expression (UN General
Assembly, 2013). His successor, David Kaye, has emphasized the essential role of encryption and anonymity for
people’s rights to freedom of opinion and expression (Human Rights Council, 2015) and the Special Rapporteur on
the right to privacy has criticized the surveillance practices and insufficient legal restrictions of countries such as
the UK.
Policy processes are affected, moreover, by public opinion and by key stakeholders who influence the views held by
policymakers. The aftermath of the Snowden revelations saw a significant increase in such efforts. Civil society
organizations and campaign groups exerted pressure by organizing public debates, lobbying legislators, and
expanding their membership. A coalition — Don’t Spy on Us — combined this advocacy work towards a common
campaign. In addition, internet companies were increasingly vocal in their criticism of large-scale data collection.
Concerned about the implications of the Snowden revelations for user trust in their services, they focused more
attention on data security and user privacy and advocated for policy reform. This introduced tensions into the
relationship between governments and the corporate sector and weakened, to some extent, the powerful collusion
between government and internet business (Wizner, 2017). These tensions in turn were reflected in strong
pressure by British politicians and security agencies on companies to comply with data requests by the state. GCHQ
Director Robert Hannigan called social media networks ‘terrorists’ command and control networks of choice’
(Hannigan, 2014) and then-Prime Minister David Cameron demanded that they ‘do more to co-operate with the
intelligence agencies’ (The Guardian, 2015, January 16). Both the British Prime Minister and the Home Secretary
have called for limits to encryption and for legal backdoors to enable data monitoring by security agencies
(Temperton, 2015).

Internet companies were increasingly vocal in their criticism of large-scale data collection.
Concerned about the implications of the Snowden revelations for user trust in their
services, they focused more attention on data security and user privacy and advocated for
policy reform

All these pressures and activities led to a dynamic phase of policy reform at a time when the aftermath of the
Snowden revelations coincided with the rise of platforms. While the former led to a review of data collection and
analysis by state agencies, the latter required updates to data protection regulation. In the UK, the review of state
powers culminated in comprehensive new draft legislation, presented in October 2015, to combine the fragmented
legislative framework of data collection and analysis under one law. The Investigatory Powers Bill (IP Bill) was
discussed for one year and was adopted by Parliament (and thus became the Investigatory Powers Act) in
November 2016. Addressing a wide range of surveillance practices – from bulk data collection to ‘computer
network exploitation’ (i.e., hacking) – it opened up many of the traditionally secret surveillance measures to public
scrutiny and oversight. However, rather than limit state surveillance powers in light of the Snowden leaks, it
confirmed, legalized, and even expanded existing practices. It has allowed the bulk interception of data that is
generated, not least, on internet platforms; required the collection of ‘internet connection records’ (i.e., people’s
web browsing habits) and enabled a wide range of state authorities to view these without judicial approval; and
allowed security agencies to hack into people’s computers and mobile phones (Hintz & Brown, 2017).
The IP Act was complemented the following year by the Digital Economy (DE) Act, which updates regulations on
electronic communications infrastructure and services, as well as criminal justice issues such as copyright
infringement. Key provisions of the Act include: the facilitation of data sharing between government departments,
the requirement for websites that provide adult content to create age verification mechanisms, which are to be
3
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overseen by an age-verification regulator, the requirement for internet service providers to block websites with
adult content unless customers opt in to receiving this content, and an increase in the maximum sentence for
internet copyright infringement. Data collection is affected, particularly, by the provisions for age verification -which have led to concerns about the privacy implications of collecting user data -- and by the facilitation of bulk
data sharing (Open Rights Group, 2016a).
Citizens’ data rights are highlighted more explicitly in the government’s “Digital Charter”, which includes the
provision that “personal data should be respected and used appropriately” (https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/digital-charter/digital-charter). Concerns regarding the collection and analysis of personal data also
underpins plans for a new “Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation”. Yet, such considerations have, so far, mainly led
to normative frameworks.
Meanwhile at the EU level, policymakers have developed more restrictive frameworks to regulate data collection
and use by commercial platforms, as part of a broader overhaul of European data protection rules. The General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union, which was adopted in 2016 and which came into effect
on May 25, 2018, served as a milestone, as it expanded the protection of citizens’ personal data, particularly with
regard to internet platforms and cloud computing. More than previous data policies, it situates the data subject at
the center of regulation (Floridi, 2017). It limits the use and sharing of personal data by companies inside the EU as
well as the export of data outside the EU and it extends the scope of the EU data protection law to foreign
companies processing data of EU residents. The regulation seeks to make new forms of automated and algorithmic
decision-making more transparent; assigns citizens a right to explanation and to challenge outcomes of algorithmic
decisions; requires impact assessments for potentially harmful data uses; and mandates data protection by design.
Many elements of the GDPR have been controversial (see below, e.g., Edwards & Veale, 2017; Wachter, et al.,
2017) but as a comprehensive regulatory framework, it fills some of the gaps in the regulation of the data economy
and offers new directions for providing citizens with some control over their personal data.

3. Mapping the Implications of Policy Reform
The three new laws and regulations affect platforms in a variety of ways. In this section, we map several issues that
have arisen and that will be explored in greater depth on further research.

3.1 Data Portability
The GDPR requires platforms to allow users to move their data across services, which may challenge the monopoly
power of large platforms. As the Article 29 Working Party states, the ‘primary aim of data portability is to facilitate
switching from one service provider to another, thus enhancing competition between services (by making it easier
for individuals to switch between different providers)’ (A29WP, 2016). However, academic opinion is divided on this
matter, with many observers disputing its efficacy (Zolynski, 2017). Proponents point to the ability to counter
vendor lock-in, which is particularly prevalent among social networking sites. Graef et al (2013, p. 6) explain, ‘For
providers that rely heavily on data provided by users, restricting data portability is a way to tie users to their
services.’ Vanberg & Unver (2017, p. 6) note, ‘This type of consumer lock-in could be seen as creating a more fragile
marketplace, as it is open to exclusionary acts of dominant players.’ As personal data must be received ‘in a
structured, commonly used and machine-readable format’ and data subjects must be able to transmit them to
another service, data portability can enhance interoperability between platforms. This would encourage platforms
to cooperate and may weaken monopoly power (also see de Hert et al., 2017).
Critics of data portability claim that the scope of portability is too limited to have any real impact on platform
power; partly because inferred and derived data is not included in the regulation. Particularly intrusive data
activities, such as profiling, often utilize inferences from observed data such as Facebook clicks and likes. However,
inferences of a system do not belong to the data subject but to the system that generate it (Edwards & Veale, 2017,
p. 67).
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3.2 Consent
While continuing to rely on the controversial construct of user consent for data collection and analysis, the GDPR
expands and refines the notion by defining consent as an ongoing and actively-managed choice, rather than a oneoff compliance box to tick. It requires consent to be actively obtained and gives users the option to withdraw at any
moment. This is likely to cause at least some disruption to the business model of platforms where consent is the
legal basis for data processing. It is necessary, though, to differentiate between those platforms that have a direct
relationship with the data subject (e.g., Facebook and Google) and those that do not (e.g., data brokers like Acxiom
and the adtech industry).

The GDPR expands and refines the notion by defining consent as an ongoing and activelymanaged choice, rather than a one-off compliance box to tick

The tightening of consent rules by GDPR makes it more difficult for platforms that have a direct relationship with
users to use the personal data they hold for advertising purposes without user permission. While they can process
personal data necessary to provide services that their users request, using this data for any other purpose requires
user permission. In practice, this means that users will have to opt-in to tracking (Ryan, 2017). Further, the
application of the GDPR should mean that users will be aware of the uses of their data when consent is sought. The
principle of purpose limitation – Article 5 (1) – means that personal data must only be ‘collected for specified,
explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes.’
Third party data processing will therefore face disruption, which could have an impact on big platforms. Users will
have to consent to the sharing of their data by the platform with any third party.
As a way out, platforms could pursue ‘legitimate interests’ as a legal ground for processing data. Recital 47 of the
GDPR states: ‘[t]he processing of personal data for direct marketing purposes may be regarded as carried out for a
legitimate interest.’ However, the Article 29 Working Party recently indicated that this will not be possible without
adequate user controls and proper safeguards.
Explicit consent is even harder to obtain for platforms with no direct relationship with the data subject, such as
companies working in online behavioral advertising that track users across the net. As well as incorporating
purpose limitation, consent must also be granular and must be sought for each specific purpose. This may mean
that each data broker or adtech vendor will be required to obtain consent for each profile that is bought and sold.
Some commentators in the adtech sector are predicting that the GDPR will severely weaken the third party data
market, while others are calling for advertisers to stop relying on personal data and instead monetize ‘non-personal
data’ (Ryan, 2018). Indeed, an unnamed big tech executive has claimed that ‘personal data is quickly becoming a
toxic asset’ and that ‘surreptitiously gathered personal data [is] the radon gas of business and a silent killer’
(quoted in Rainie & Anderson, 2017). Third party data processors may have to rely on first party platforms (like
Google and Facebook) for consent. Yet, the details of consent and legitimate interests for data brokers remain
uncertain.

3.3 Processing of Sensitive Data
While the legal obligation to obtain explicit consent has the potential to disrupt aspects of platform business, the
GDPR’s rules against the processing of sensitive personal data -- laid out in Article 9 -- could add to this disruption
by limiting the ability to profile data subjects. Article 9 states that ‘Processing of personal data revealing racial or
ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the processing of
genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person, data concerning health or
5
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data concerning a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation shall be prohibited.’ Data brokers collect and trade
this kind of sensitive personal data to partners like credit scoring and insurance companies and rely on it to select
relevant ads for users, personalize services and products, and understand how categories of people browse the
web. As the Spanish court in a case against Facebook noted in September 2017, ‘[Facebook] data on ideology, sex,
religious beliefs, personal preferences or browsing activity are collected directly, through interaction with their
services or from third party pages without clearly informing the user about how and for what purpose will use
those data’ (Cabanas et al, 2018, p. 4).

3.4 Definitions
Platforms are not defined consistently across different laws and regulations, or even within a policy framework. The
IP Act, particularly, is underpinned by a number of inconsistent, broad and vague definitions. Platforms could fall
under several definitions in the Act, depending on which particular surveillance power is evoked or, more
problematically, depending on interpretation. These include: telecommunication operator, telecommunications
service, communication service provider, internet service, and internet communications service. The Act
significantly expands the category of organizations known as ‘communication service providers’ (CSPs) to include
some platforms that are also Over the Top Communication Services like Facebook and Whatsapp. An 'internet
service' here includes ‘internet communication services, websites and applications’, such as online travel booking
or mapping services (Smith, 2015). ‘Telecommunications operator’ may include not only telcos, ISPs, etc., but also
web e-mail, social media platforms, cloud hosts and Over the Top Communications providers (Smith, 2017).

Platforms are not defined consistently across different laws and regulations, or even
within a policy framework

The Act, moreover, introduces 21 different types of data which platforms may need to be informed about:
communications data, relevant communications data, entity data, events data, internet connection record, postal
data, private information, secondary data, systems data, related systems data, equipment data, overseas-related
equipment data, identifying data, target data, authorization data, protected data, personal data, sensitive personal
data, targeted data, content, and data. ‘Relevant communications data’, for example, may cover any type of
communication on a network and internet connection. It includes communications without human intervention,
where the sender and recipient are machines, such as background interactions that apps make automatically with
their supplier servers. It goes beyond the data processed by a company in its normal course of business to create
an additional obligation on providers to generate new types of data specifically for law enforcement purposes
(techUK, 2015). Legal and academic communities as well as the tech industry have all pointed to a need for more
clarity on definitions.

3.5 Extraterritorial Jurisdiction
The tendency of current legislation is to expand its jurisdiction. The GDPR applies not just to European citizens but
to all citizens whose data is processed in the EU, and it covers data sharing arrangements with organizations
outside the EU. The IP Act, similarly, has extra-territorial reach. The majority of powers that it covers (e.g., lawful
interception, acquisition of communications data, equipment interference) assert UK jurisdiction overseas and
thereby are in potential conflict with the laws of other countries. Platforms with a global reach have opposed this
aspect of the Act as it means that overseas communication service providers will be affected by the legislation and
legally obliged to hand over data to the UK, regardless of the legal framework of that country. Companies may be
required to hand over data in one country and thereby directly contravene their legal obligations in another
country. The view from industry, as stated by Apple, is that extraterritoriality ‘will lead to major issues for
businesses and could ultimately put UK users at greater risk’ (Apple Inc., 2015). According to Liberty, a civil society
6
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organization, ‘an increasingly chaotic international legal system will leave companies in the impossible position of
deciding whose laws to violate’ (Liberty, 2015).

3.6 Mandatory Communications Data Retention
Despite the decision to revoke data retention rules that was confirmed by the UK Court of Appeal in 2018 (see
above), mandatory retention of communications data remains part of the IP Act and its future is uncertain. The
outcome of these legal battles will affect platforms significantly as data retention rules mandate the generation and
collection of relevant communications data by ‘telecommunications operators’ for up to 12 months. As with
Internet Connection Records (ICRs, see section below) this may well require platforms to produce data outside of
their current business practices. Most civil society and tech organizations oppose mandatory data retention on the
grounds that it is excessive and violates the right to privacy. The tech sector in particular has expressed concern
that the IP Act’s data retention and ICR provisions (see below) will significantly affect their business models.
Whether and how exactly this will affect platforms is ambiguous due to the vague wording and broad and
overlapping definitions in the Act.

3.7 Internet Connection Records
The IP Act introduces the requirement for internet service providers to capture Internet Connection Records (ICRs).
Similar to the data retention rules, these affect platforms by forcing them to produce large volumes of new datasets
and by imposing costs in the process. ICRs are an artificial construct with no concrete definition in the Act, and they
are not a term recognized by the computing industry. It remains unclear whether ICRs can be matched to real
categories of data processed by internet companies. As the ISPA says, ‘ICRs are not currently retained or held by
service providers for business purposes’ and they lack ‘a clear definition making it difficult to assess what data
could fall under the definition and what impact the collection of this data may have on businesses and consumers.’

3.8 Age Verification: Platforms as Enforcers
The age verification rules of the DE Act, as noted above, require platforms to enforce age verification both on their
own sites and on other third parties – known as ancillary service providers – to block infringing sites. The Electronic
Frontier Foundation stated that ‘the possible impact of the law extends beyond video hosting websites, but also
extends to payment services providers, hosting providers, and advertisers on those websites, whether they are
based in the United Kingdom or overseas’ (Malcolm, 2016). Further, websites will be compelled to create databases
of users’ viewing habits along with their personal data – including credit card details – to be handed over to get
past the verification (Open Rights Group, 2016b). It appears, therefore, that platforms will be affected by the DE Act
by being forced into monitoring and censoring their users and content.

3.9 Data Sharing
As noted above, the DE Act also expands rules for data sharing between government departments and therefore
contravenes the efforts made in the GDPR to limit the widespread distribution of data gathered through platforms.
While the use of data by the government and commercial actors is regulated separately, the increasing use of
commercial data aggregation tools (such as Mosaic) by the public sector blurs this line and points to a potential
conflict between different legislation.

4. Conclusion
The rise of platforms and the extent of their data activities has generated an urgent need for a policy environment
that addresses consumer protection, civic rights, innovation and security. However, reconciling these interests has
been difficult, and recently developed legislation is contradictory regarding its rules and goals. While the IP Act and,
to some extent, the DE Act mandate extensive data collection and sharing, the GDPR seeks to reduce these and
7
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increase citizen control over their data. Platforms may face difficulty in complying with both sets of rules. For
example, the data retention powers outlined in the IP Act contain secrecy provisions, or ‘gag orders’, that oblige
ISPs and service providers to refrain from informing users about surveillance, which contradicts informed consent
set out by the GDPR. There is also tension between data retention and ICRs on one hand, and the GDPR’s principle
of purpose limitation, laid out in Article 5, on the other. Platforms are facing equal uncertainty due to the tension
between the DEA and the GDPR, with each law pulling data sharing in different directions.
The specific legal provisions are underpinned by contradictory underlying norms. While the GDPR is both informed
and motivated by the need for updating and expanding consumer protection and citizen rights, the IP Act is
strongly based on the interests of the security sector and the Home Office (the government department dealing
with domestic security). Contributions to the development process of the IP law from civil society and industry
were, hence, largely ignored (Hintz & Brown, 2017). Platforms thus have to respond to conflicting norms, and
operate, as noted above, on the basis of unclear definitions and jurisdictions. Citizens’ control over their data is an
emerging principle that is recognized in documents such as the UK Digital Charter and advanced through the GDPR,
but its specific implementation remains contradictory and limited. Even though provisions on data portability and
user consent, for instance, have been strengthened, data collection and analysis, especially by public institutions,
continues to expand.
Data-based forms of exclusion and discrimination are addressed by GDPR as it limits profiling and, particularly, the
use of sensitive data. However, the practical application of GDPR will have to demonstrate how robust this
framework is and what exemptions will be implemented. Many academic observers and digital rights groups
believe that GDPR offers a starting-point for a citizen-oriented regulatory framework but that further thinking on
data protection rules and concepts is necessary. The policy reform efforts mentioned here demonstrate the
challenges of regulating the platform society and underline how new norms and approaches are required to
address them.
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